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Abstract

When making inferences about the mental lives of others (e.g., others’ preferences), it

is critical to consider the extent towhich the choiceswe observe are constrained. Prior

research on the development of this tendency indicates a contradictory pattern: Chil-

dren show remarkable sensitivity to constraints in traditional experimental paradigms,

yet often fail to consider real-world constraints and privilege inherent causes instead.

We propose that one explanation for this discrepancy may be that real-world con-

straints are often stable over time and lose their salience. The present research tested

whether children (N = 133, 5- to 12-year-old mostly US children; 55% female, 45%

male) become less sensitive to an actor’s constraints after first observing two con-

strained actors (Stable condition) versus after first observing two actors in contexts

with greater choice (Not Stable condition). We crossed the stability of the constraint

with the type of constraint: either the constraint was deterministic such that therewas

only one option available (NoOtherOption constraint) or, in line withmany real-world

constraints, the constraint was probabilistic such that there was another option, but

it was difficult to access (Hard to Access constraint). Results indicated that children

in the Stable condition became less sensitive to the probabilistic Hard to Access con-

straint across trials.Notably,wealso found that children’s sensitivity to constraintswas

enhanced in the Not Stable condition regardless of whether the constraint was proba-

bilistic or deterministic.We discuss implications for children’s sensitivity to real-world

constraints.
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Research Highlights

∙ This research addresses the apparent contradiction that children are sensitive to

constraints in experimental paradigms but are often insensitive to constraints in the

real world.

∙ One explanation for this discrepancy is that constraints in the real world tend to be

stable over time andmay lose their salience.

∙ When probabilistic constraints (i.e., when a second option is available but hard to

access) are stable, children become de-sensitized to constraints across trials.
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∙ First observing contexts with greater choice increases children’s sensitivity to both

probabilistic and deterministic constraints.

1 INTRODUCTION

When making inferences about the mental lives of others from the

choices we observe, it is critical to consider their constraints. In par-

ticular, observers should recognize that a choice made from limited

options provides incomplete information about a person, as the choice

could have been based on the person’s desires or due to the fact there

were few options available (Eason et al., 2018; Jara-Ettinger et al.,

2015; Kushnir et al., 2010; Pesowski et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2023).

Not only is understanding the causal ambiguity of constrained choices

important for navigating daily social life, but it is also foundational

for understanding more complex social issues. Specifically, recognizing

societal constraints canhelpmitigate the formationofnegative, inaccu-

rate stereotypes (e.g., Amemiya et al., 2023; Peretz-Lange et al., 2021;

Vasilyeva et al., 2018). For example, acknowledging low-income fami-

lies’ constraints in theeducation systemcanmitigate the interpretation

that lower educational attainment rates reflect deeply held values or

the lack of a preference for higher education (Browman et al., 2019).

Previous developmental literature offers a contradictory view of

children’s tendency to consider constraints. On the one hand, exper-

imental paradigms reveal that children show a remarkably early

capacity to understand the ambiguity of constrained choices. In the

traditional constraint paradigm, children observe an agent select a toy

over one that is out of reach (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015; Pesowski et al.,

2016), or an agent selects a toy in which there is no other option

available (Garvin & Woodward, 2015; Kushnir et al., 2010). This body

of research indicates that by at least age 5, and in some cases even

younger, children refrain from inferring a preference when observing

constrained actions.

In contrast, there is awide body of literature indicating that children

privilege intrinsic causes for many behaviors they observe in the real

world, despite the presence of constraints (Cimpian & Salomon, 2014;

Rhodes & Mandalaywala, 2017). We sought to test one explanation

for this discrepancy. Given that a common feature of real-world con-

straints is that they tend to be more stable (e.g., low-income children’s

environmental conditions, such as their school and neighborhood con-

texts, often remain stable) relative to other observable factors like a

person’s effort, we propose that these constraints lose their salience

as a causal factor. The present study adapted the established con-

straint paradigm to test if children 5- to 12-years-old make preference

inferences about constrained individuals when constraints are stable.

Findings from the adult literature on causal attribution support the

hypothesis that constraints become less causally salient when they are

stable. Specifically, people are less likely to attribute causal outcomes

to stable factors compared to factors that aremorevariable, evenwhen

both factors are relevant causes (Cheng & Novick, 1991; Hilton & Slu-

goski, 1986). Kirfel and Lagnado (2021) describe two incidents that

highlight this tendency: When explaining what caused a dust explo-

sion in a warehouse, people were less likely to cite the presence of

dust particles (a stable factor) and more likely to reference a dropped

cigarette (the factor that is more variable in this context). This attribu-

tion is reversed for contextswhere smoking ismore common thandust:

When explaining what caused a dust explosion at a music festival, peo-

plewere less likely to cite attendees’ cigarette smoking (a stable factor)

andmore likely to attribute the explosion to the spray of a combustible

powder (themore variable factor).

While the causal attribution literature describes how stability can

make environmental factorsmore or less salient, research on the inher-

ence heuristic suggests that environmental causes are generally not

salient to people (Cimpian & Salomon, 2014; Horne et al., 2019). This

work finds thatwhen children and adults are not reminded or informed

about environmental causes, they tend to be biased toward inherent

explanations that focus on intrinsic properties of the person or object

(Salomon & Cimpian, 2014; Sutherland & Cimpian, 2019). Here, we

integrate these twoproposals:Weposit that childrenwill be less atten-

tive to constraints that are stable over time (in line with theories of

causal attribution), and the fact that constraints are generally stable

in the real world may contribute to children’s common tendency to

neglect environmental causes (in line with the inherence heuristic).

Embedded in our proposal is the claim that children may be more

sensitive to constraints when they are not stable. To return to the

traditional developmental paradigm assessing children’s sensitivity to

constraints, we propose that constraints may be more salient after

first observing a contrasting, unconstrained context that offers great

choice. This contrast between constrained and unconstrained contexts

may help children keep the relevant counterfactual in mind, specifi-

cally that the environment could have been designed to provide greater

choice and the constrained actor may have chosen differently under

these conditions (see also Amemiya et al., 2023). As a result, children

may recognize that a constrained choice is causally ambiguous and

refrain from inferring a preference.

Contrasts have been shown to scaffold more sophisticated reason-

ing across a rangeof domains (seeNamy&Clepper, 2010). For example,

4- and 5-year-olds are able to recognize when a teacher is providing

underinformative instruction if they first observe a more informative

teacher, but they fail to do so without this contrast (Gweon & Asaba,

2018). Relatedly, 3- and 4-year-olds generally reject testimony from an

inaccurate informant when it is presented in contrast with testimony

from a more accurate informant, but they will accept this testimony in

theabsenceof a conflicting viewpoint (Vanderbilt et al., 2014). A similar

effect is found in children’s pragmatic reasoning: 5-year-olds correctly

infer that “some” implies “not all”when they first hear “all” in the proper
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context, but misinterpret “some” to mean “all” without this contrast

(Skordos & Papafragou, 2016). Research in the social domain also finds

that when children are presented with contrasted social groups (e.g.,

Zarpies vs. Gorps), statements about one of the groups’ traits (e.g.,

Zarpies’ pizza-baking abilities) implies that the contrasting group (e.g.,

Gorps) lacks this trait (Baharloo et al., 2023;Moty & Rhodes, 2021).

Notably, with respect to constraints, some of the prior research

may have inadvertently included scaffolds that facilitated children’s

reasoning. In a study by Pesowski et al. (2016), the constrained toy

that was out of reach was more physically attractive than the cho-

sen toy that was in reach, perhaps highlighting that picking the less

attractive toy did not necessarily reflect the agent’s preference. Most

relevant to the current study, Jara-Ettinger et al. (2015) found that 5-

and 6-year-olds successfully refrained from inferring preferences from

constrainedactions, but childrenalwaysobservedwhat theactor chose

when constrained, and critically, the contrast ofwhat the actor chose in

an unconstrained context with greater choice.

We also consider two additional factors: constraint type and chil-

dren’s age. Specifically, we examined two types of constraints used

in prior work: when a second option was hard to access, that is, a

probabilistic constraint that lowers the chances of accessing the other

option, and when there was no other option, that is, a deterministic

constraint that completely precludes access to another choice (see

Amemiya et al., 2021; Garvin & Woodward, 2015; Jara-Ettinger et al.,

2015; Kushnir et al., 2010; Pesowski et al., 2016). This question is

particularly relevant for understanding real-world constraints, given

that societal constraints tend to be probabilistic rather than deter-

ministic (e.g., societal barriers weaken but do not completely preclude

low-income children’s chances for higher education).

We further propose a potential interaction between stability and

constraint type, in which stable constraints may be more likely

to de-sensitize children to constraints when the constraint type is

probabilistic—that is, when there is a second option available, but it is

hard to access. For such probabilistic constraints, children can reason

that the actor could have acted differently (e.g., exerted more effort

to get the other option) rather than focus on how the environment

could have been different. In turn, childrenmay infer that the choice to

remain constrained may reflect a preference for that option (see also

Amemiya et al., 2023). For constraints that are deterministic—that is,

when there is no second option available—childrenmay readily pick up

on the notion that the actor had essentially no choice beyond refusing

to accept any option at all, regardless of constraint stability. In linewith

this possibility, children aremore sensitive to physical constraints than

social constraints, which may be due, in part, to their perception that

physical but not social constraints are deterministic (Pesowski et al.,

2016).

We also explore whether the effect of stable constraints on pref-

erence inferences interacts with children’s age. We consider three

possible results. On the one hand, observing the contrast between con-

strained and unconstrained contextsmay bemore beneficial to younger

children, given that they havemore difficultywith constraint reasoning

in general (see also Gweon & Asaba, 2018; Pesowski et al., 2016). On

the other hand, this contrast may be more beneficial to older children,

given existing findings that older children’s attention to constraints can

vary depending on the context (e.g., itweakenswhen they reason about

stereotypical choices; Amemiya et al., 2021). A third possibility is that

there are no age differences, as stability may make it equally challeng-

ing for younger and older children to notice the causal relevance of

constraints, similar to how adults tend to neglect stable factors when

making causal judgments (Cheng & Novick, 1991; Hilton & Slugoski,

1986). We included a wide age range (5 to 12 years) to test these

possibilities.

2 THE PRESENT STUDY

The present study adapted the traditional constraint paradigm to

examine whether children become less sensitive to constraints when

they are stable over time (i.e., over three trials). We addressed this

question in three steps. First, we tested if children become less sen-

sitive to constraints on the third trial compared to the first trial in the

Stable condition (i.e., childrenwho only observed constrained choices),

which would indicate that constraints lose their salience when they

are stable over time. Second, we compared children’s inferences on the

third trial in the Stable condition to the Not Stable condition (i.e., chil-

dren first observe two actors in unconstrained contexts with greater

choice). If we find that children are less sensitive to constraints in the

Stable thanNot Stable condition, thiswould rule out thepossibility that

children simply become inattentive after observing any three choices

in a row. Third, to test if the Not Stable condition enhances children’s

sensitivity to constraints, we examined whether children were more

sensitive to constraints in the third trial (i.e., after observing actors

in less constrained contexts) compared to the first trial in the Stable

condition (i.e., the first observation of a constrained choice).

Although the stability effects were ourmain focus, we also explored

whether these effects interacted with constraint type (a probabilistic

[Hard to Access] versus deterministic [No Other Option] constraint) and

children’s age (5 to 12 years old). While we expected that stable con-

straints may negatively impact children’s reasoning about both types

of constraints and across ages, we explored whether the effect was

stronger for the probabilistic Hard to Access (vs. No Other Option)

constraint andwhether the effect wasmoderated by age. Data (includ-

ing children’s raw, open-ended responses prior to coding), code, and

study materials used in the present research are openly available at:

https://osf.io/wc6av/.

3 METHOD

3.1 Participants

Participants were 133 children, aged 5 to 12 years, recruited via online

platforms, including social media and ChildrenHelpingScience.com

(M = 8.68 years, SD = 2.07; 55% female, 45% male; 54% White, 33%

Asian, 5% Latine/x, 3% Multiracial, and 5% did not report or reported

Other; 91% from the United States, 2% from the United Kingdom,

https://osf.io/wc6av/
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2% from India, 2% from Canada, 2% from Israel, <1% from Mexico).

An initial power analysis indicated that a sample size of 88 would be

sufficient to detect a medium effect size of the Stable vs. Not Sta-

ble conditions (Cohen’s w = 0.30, alpha = 0.05, power = 0.80). We

increased the sample size to explore potential differences by con-

straint type and child age. All interviews were conducted in English,

with the exception of one interview that was conducted in Spanish.

An additional three participants were excluded from analyses because

of parental interference. All procedures were approved by the Insti-

tutional Review Board at the University of California, San Diego and

informed consent was obtained for all participants. The study was

conducted fromMay to September 2020.

3.2 Procedure and measures

Children were tested in a live Zoom session by an experimenter who

narrated an animatedPowerPoint presentation. Participantswere ran-

domly assigned to one of four between-subjects conditions (Constraint

Stability [Stable vs. Not Stable] x Constraint Type [Hard to Access

[Probabilistic] vs. No Other Option [Deterministic]): (1) Stable/Hard

to Access (Probabilistic); (2) Not Stable/Hard to Access (Probabilistic); (3)

Stable/No Other Option (Deterministic); (4) Not Stable/No Other Option

(Deterministic). See Figure 1 for all conditions.

Children observed toy choices that featured three different actors

named Bailey, Sam, and Cody. Of central interest was the children’s

reasoning about the final actor, Cody, who made a constrained choice.

In the Stable condition, children observed the first two actors make

their toy selections in constrained contexts with limited choice, and

thus only saw constrained contexts. In the Not Stable condition, chil-

dren observed the first two actors make their toy selections in less

constrained contexts with greater choice (i.e., these actors had access

to both toy options) before seeing the final constrained actor. With

respect to constraint type, the context was constrained either because

the second toy option was Hard to Access (Probabilistic) or because

there was NoOther Option (Deterministic).

We made several design decisions to ensure that constrained

choices were uninformative. First, we informed participants that the

teacher told the protagonist that they had to pick a toy, and since there

was little possibility of refraining from choosing, selecting the only toy

available yields minimal information about the actor’s desires. We also

had a comprehension check after each scenario to ensure children

understood the constraint or lack thereof (i.e., children were asked

which shelf the protagonist could reach or which toys were available);

children passed this check on 99% of the trials.

Finally, eachof the scenarios featureddifferentprotagonists (i.e., Bai-

ley, Sam, and Cody), which had several benefits. First, children had no

information about the final protagonist (e.g., whether Cody typically

takeswhat is available), again reducing the information theyhaveabout

the protagonist’s preferences. Second, this allowed for a more strin-

gent test of the condition effect—we could determinewhether viewing

stable constraints more generally reduces sensitivity to constraints on

a novel individual’s choice.

Below are the three scenarios for the Hard to Access (Probabilistic)

constraint (see Appendix for the NoOther Option [Deterministic] ver-

sion). We have bolded the text that was manipulated across the Stable

versus Not Stable condition:

[Trial 1]

Here is a girl named Bailey and today is her first day

at school. At Bailey’s school there is a short toy shelf

and a tall toy shelf. Bailey is really small, and she can

only reach toys from the short shelf. Can you remindme,

which shelf can Bailey reach toys from?

For the first activity of the day, the teacher tells Bailey

that she has to pick one toy. First Bailey sees this boat.

This boat is on the shorter oneand she can reach it. Then

Bailey sees this plane. This plane is [also on the shorter

one and she can reach it/way up on the taller one and

she cannot reach it]. Then Bailey takes the boat. Now I

have a question for you. Do you think that Bailey likes

the boatmore than the plane?Why is that?

[Trial 2]

Here is a girl named Sam and today is her first day at

school (a different-colored school is shown). At Sam’s

school there is a short toy shelf and a tall toy shelf. Sam

is also really small, and she can only reach toys from the

short shelf. Can you remind me, which shelf can Sam

reach toys from?

For the first activity of the day, the teacher tells Sam

that she has to pick one toy. First Sam sees this basket-

ball. This basketball is on the shorter one and she can

reach it. Then Sam sees this baseball. This baseball is

[also on the shorter one and she can reach it/way up

on the taller one and she cannot reach it]. Then Sam

takes the basketball. Now I have a question for you. Do

you think that Sam likes the basketball more than the

baseball?Why is that?

[Trial 3: Always a constrained actor]

Here is a girl named Cody and today is her first day at

school (a different-colored school is shown). At Cody’s

school there is a short toy shelf and a tall toy shelf. Cody

is also really small, and she can only reach toys from the

short shelf. Can you remind me, which shelf can Cody

reach toys from?

For the first activity of the day, the teacher tells Cody

that she has to pick one toy. First Cody sees this circle

toy. This circle toy is on the shorter one and she can

reach it. Then Cody sees this triangle toy. This triangle

toy is way up on the taller one and she cannot reach it.

Then Cody takes the circle toy. Now I have a question
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F IGURE 1 Four between-subject conditions (Constraint Stability [Stable vs. Not Stable] X Constraint Type [Hard to Access vs. NoOther
Option]).

for you. Do you think that Cody likes the circle toymore

than the triangle toy?Why is that?

Dependent measure: Sensitivity to constraints (i.e., correct infer-

ence). We coded children as showing sensitivity to constraints (which

we also refer to as making the “correct inference”) if they (a) refrained

from inferring a preference when asked about the actor’s preference

for the selected toy (i.e., saying negative answers such as “no” or “I don’t

know”; Cohen’s κ = 0.98), and (b) mentioned the constraint as the rea-

son (i.e., mentioning the shelf in the Hard to Access version, “Because

Cody cannot reach the higher shelf, so she can only pick the circle toy,”

or lack of choice in the No Other Option version, “Because the trian-

gle toy wasn’t on the toy shelf”; Cohen’s κ = 0.92). We coded whether

children made this correct inference (1 = yes, 0 = no) on trials 1, 2,

and 3 in the Stable condition and on trial 3 in the Not Stable condi-

tion (i.e., all trials in which the actor made a choice in a constrained

context).

We note several decisions in defining this dependentmeasure. First,

we asked the preference question directly so children could explicitly

state their judgment about the key issue at hand: whether the actor

prefers the selected toy over the unselected toy. This approach con-

trasts with previous research that forces children to choose which toy

the actor likes (e.g., Pesowski et al., 2016), with the logic being that

randomly selecting a toy (i.e., chance performance of 50%) indicates

that children are refraining from inferring a preference. In our case, we

do not rely on chance performance because all children could respond

with answers such as “no” or “I don’t know” if they refrained from

inferring a preference. In addition to better understanding children’s

inferences, our approach helped to mitigate the pragmatic inference

that the participant should choose one of the toys as being more pre-

ferrable, and in turn rely on the information that theywere given (i.e., a

constrained choice) despite considering it to be uninformative.

Second, we included children’s justification as part of the depen-

dent measure to ensure that children were not making preference
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Hard to Access (Probabilistic) No Other Option (Deterministic)
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F IGURE 2 Percent of childrenmaking the correct inference after observing constrained choices—that is, refraining from inferring a
preference andmentioning the constraint as justification (trials 1–3 for Stable condition; trial 3 for Not Stable condition). Means and 95%CIs
aroundmeans are reported. Raw data are presented in pink and yellow points.

judgments based on idiosyncratic reasons. A logistic regression

indicated that these two measures were strongly related, such that

children who refrained from inferring a preference were more likely

to mention the constraint, B = 2.56, p < 0.001, 95% CI [1.99, 3.16],

OR=12.91. For parsimony,we focus on the combinedmeasure (i.e., the

“correct inference”) in our results. However, we also ran the analyses

for preference inferences and justifications separately and found the

same overall pattern of results (see Supplemental Materials).

4 RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the percent of childrenwhomade the correct inference

(i.e., showed sensitivity to constraints) across trials 1, 2, and 3 for the

Stable condition and trial 3 for the Not Stable condition; results are

split by constraint type (Hard toAccess/Probabilistic constraint andNo

Other Option/Deterministic constraint).

4.1 Trial effect in the stable condition

To examine whether constraints became less salient over time, we

examined whether children in the Stable condition were less likely

to make the correct inference at trial 3 than at trial 1. We found

a significant interaction between trial number and constraint type,

B=12.88, p<0.001, 95%CI [5.38, 20.37]. As shown in Figure 2 (see the

pink bars), sensitivity to constraints significantly decreased from trial 1

(38%) to trial 3 (11%) for the Hard to Access (Probabilistic) constraint,

B = −12.88, p < 0.001, 95% CI [−19.38, −6.38], but not for the No

OtherOption (Deterministic) constraint (both 27%), B= 0.00, p= 1.00,

95%CI [−3.73, 3.73].

Importantly, there was no interaction between these factors (i.e.,

trial and constraint type) and age. This suggested that the decrease

in sensitivity from trials 1–3 within the Hard to Access (Probabilistic)

conditionwas consistent across 5- to 12-year-olds. Indeed, exploratory

analyses within this condition that split the sample by younger (5 to 8

years old) and older children (9 to 12 years old) found the decreasing

trend for both younger children, trial 1: 24% to trial 3: 0%; and for older

children: 53% to trial 3: 24%. This indicates that children across ages

become less sensitive to (probabilistic) constraints that are stable over

time.

4.2 Constraint stability effects on final
preference inference (trial 3)

To rule out that children simply become de-sensitized to constraints

after observing any three choices in a row, we compared performance

on trial 3 in the Stable to the Not Stable condition. Specifically, we

ran a logistic regression predicting children’s tendency to make the

correct inference at the final trial (Trial 3) as a function of constraint

stability (Stable= 1; Not Stable= 0), constraint type (NoOther Option
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[Deterministic] = 1; Hard to Access [Probabilistic] = 0), age (centered

at the mean age, 8.68 years), and the interaction between these

factors.

The logistic regression indicated a significant interaction between

constraint stability and constraint type, B = 2.62, p < 0.05, 95%

CI [0.63, 4.91]. We then dropped nonsignificant interaction terms

(e.g., interactions with age) from the model and probed this two-way

interaction. As shown in Figure 2 (see Trial 3, pink vs. yellow bars),

children were less likely to make the correct inference in the Stable

versus the Constraint Not Stable condition when reasoning about

the Hard to Access (Probabilistic) constraint, B = −3.53, p < 0.001,

95% CI [−5.20, −2.11]. Although the stability effect went in the same

direction for the No Other Option (Deterministic) constraint, it was

not statistically significant, B = −0.83, p = 0.17, 95% CI [−2.05, 0.35].

These results indicate that children are uniquely de-sensitized to con-

straints (for the Hard to Access [Probabilistic] constraint type) when

constraints are stable across the three trials, as opposed to children

simply becoming inattentive whenever completing any three trials in a

row.

4.3 Enhancing sensitivity to constraints

Finally, we examined whether children’s sensitivity to constraints is

enhanced in theNot Stable condition by comparing performance on the

third trial in this condition (the yellow bar) to performance on the first

trial in the Stable condition (the first pink bar). We again ran a logistic

regression predicting children’s constraint sensitivity at these trials as

a function of stability (Stable = 1; Not Stable = 0), constraint type (No

Other Option [Deterministic] = 1; Hard to Access [Probabilistic] = 0),

age (centeredat themeanage, 8.68years), and the interactionbetween

these factors.

Results indicated no significant interactions between these fac-

tors. Instead, we found an overall main effect of constraint stability,

B = −0.90, p < 0.05, 95% CI [−1.69, −0.14]. This suggests that, in

addition to children’s sensitivity to constraints being weakened when

constraints are stable (as found in the first two sets of analyses),

this sensitivity can be enhanced if children first observe actors in

unconstrained contexts with greater choice.

5 DISCUSSION

Thepresent research addressed the contradictory finding that children

robustly attend to constraints in experimental paradigms but often

fail to do so in the real world. We proposed that one explanation for

this discrepancy is that real-world constraints tend to be stable over

time and lose their salience. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found

that adapting the traditional paradigm to align with the presence of

stable constraints in the real world reduces children’s sensitivity to

constraints over three trials. We find that this stability effect is spe-

cific to probabilistic constraints (when there is another option, but it

is hard to reach), rather than deterministic constraints (when there

is no other option at all). However, we found that regardless of con-

straint type, children show enhanced sensitivity to constraints when

they first observe actors in unconstrained contextswith greater choice.

We found that theseeffects didnot interactwith children’s age (i.e., 5 to

12 years old), suggesting that these processesmaybe consistent across

early tomiddle childhood.

We find support for thehypothesis that observing stable constraints

over time reduces their salience, specifically for the probabilistic, hard

to reach constraint. Broadly, these results align with prior studies find-

ing that children have greater difficulty in making correct inferences

when they do not have the relevant contrast in mind (Gweon & Asaba,

2018; Namy & Clepper, 2010; Skordos & Papafragou, 2016; Vander-

bilt et al., 2014). We posit that when constraints are a stable feature

of the environment, children may fail to consider constraints as a

difference-maker for the agent’s actions (see also Goddu & Gopnik,

2020) and instead default to intrinsic explanatory causes such as the

actor’s preferences (Hussak &Cimpian, 2015).

In explainingwhy stabilitywas problematic specifically for the prob-

abilistic, hard to access constraint, we propose that children may have

reasoned counterfactually that the actor could have tried harder to get

the other toy option if they strongly preferred it. That is, across tri-

als childrenmay have shifted their attention away from environmental

constraints and more toward the agent’s possible actions. Indeed, by

the third trial, some children stated that the actor could have asked

the teacher for help if she reallywanted the other option (seeAmemiya

et al., 2023 for how certain narratives, such as those about persistence,

can further exacerbate this tendency). Yet inferring a preference is still

unwarranted: Even if the actor chooses not to expend the energy to

obtain the hard to access toy, it could be that the actor prefers both

toys equally but selected the toy that has a lower cost to acquire it

(Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016).

Another reason the stability effects may have been stronger

for the probabilistic constraint was because the deterministic, no

other option constraint was difficult to reason about, regardless of

stability. This finding went against our hypothesis that deterministic

constraints should be obvious to children, with the initial idea being

that children should recognize that they have no information about the

second option that was completely absent when the actor made their

choice. We consider several explanations for why children instead

struggled to make the correct inference in this condition. First, to be

coded as making the correct inference, children needed to mention

the absence of a second option (as opposed to the presence of a tall

shelf), which may have been challenging to articulate. However, the

pattern of results was similar even when examining the preference

inference alone, without the justification included in the measure (see

Supplemental Materials). This suggests that deterministic constraints

may be generally more challenging to consider. That is, without any

invitation to consider an alternative choice, children may fixate on the

one present option and reason that people prefer what they currently

have.

In addition to the detrimental effects of stable constraints, we

found that variable constraints (i.e., Not Stable condition) enhance chil-

dren’s constraint sensitivity, and that this enhancement effect is not
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moderated by constraint type. We propose that children in the Not

Stable condition may have had a different counterfactual in mind: the

greater choice that the environment could have provided rather than

the additional effort that the agent could have exerted. In this way, the

environmental constraint may have been perceived as having a greater

causal role in the agent’s choice. This result and interpretation are sup-

ported by prior research findings indicating that reasoners are more

likely to attribute outcomes to causal factors that are more variable

(Cheng & Novick, 1991; Hilton & Slugoski, 1986; Kirfel & Lagnado,

2021).

We note two additional features of the Not Stable condition

that may have enhanced children’s sensitivity to constraints. First, in

addition to observing contexts with fewer constraints, children also

observed an agent choosing a toy which likely emphasized the uncon-

strained nature of the environment. An interesting future direction

would be to test whether simply observing contexts with greater avail-

ability of options and the potential for choice with no agent present

increases children’s sensitivity to later constraints. Second, the con-

straint information presented on each trial of the Hard to Reach

(probabilistic) constraint version (i.e., pointingout there is a shorter and

taller shelf) may have led children to reason pragmatically that some-

thing will eventually appear on the taller shelf. In turn, children may

have been especially attentive to constraints by the third trial. While

this cannot explain the boost that we see for the No Other Option

(deterministic constraint) version, this account suggests another inter-

esting way to support children’s constraint sensitivity—that is, alerting

children that constraints in the environment may eventually change in

somemeaningful way.

We designed the present study to provide information about how

children reason about constraints that share certain characteristics

with constraints in the social world. We found that even older chil-

dren were likely to neglect constraints in the stable, hard to access

(probabilistic) condition. Considering that real-world constraints tend

to have these two characteristics—they are stable and have proba-

bilistic effects—our results may shine new light on why people often

fail to consider constraints in their explanations of societal outcomes

(Salomon & Cimpian, 2014; Sutherland & Cimpian, 2019). Future

research would benefit from looking at social constraints, such as how

children reason about explicit gender and racial discrimination as con-

straints on choice (e.g., a child choosing to join a writing club instead

of the STEM club because they are being bullied by STEM club mem-

bers). Our results suggest that if these social constraints are stable

features of the environment, and children reason that the actor could

still have chosenotherwise (e.g., joined the STEMclub if they really liked

the topic), children may be at risk of making unwarranted preference

inferences.

Learning about others from the observable choices they make

requires children to consider their constraints. The current findings

suggest that, rather than representing an early-developing, robust, uni-

versal tendency, consideration of constraints in childhood depends

both on the stability of constraints and the constraint type. Future

researchwouldbenefit from further investigatingwhenconstraints are

and are not salient to children and the consequences this may have for

the inferences theymake about the social world.
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Appendix 1

NoOther Option Constraint Scenarios

[scenario 1]

Here is a girl named Bailey and today is her first day at school. At

Bailey’s school there is a toy shelf with [a boat and a plane on it/a boat

on it]. Can you remindme, what is on the toy shelf?

[if correct] That’s right! There is a [boat and a

plane/boat] on the toy shelf.

[if incorrect] Remember, there is a [boat and a

plane/boat] on the toy shelf.

For the first activity of the day, the teacher tells Bailey that she has to

pick one toy. First Bailey sees the boat. [ThenBailey sees the plane./(no

other sentence)] Then, Bailey takes the boat. Now I have a question

for you. Do you think that Bailey likes the boat more than [the/this]

plane (for constrained choice, plane pops up on the righthand side of

the screen)?Why is that?

[scenario 2]

Here is a girl named Sam and today is her first day at school (a

different-colored school is shown). At Sam’s school there is a toy shelf

with [a basketball and a baseball on it/a basketball on it]. Can you

remindme, what is on the toy shelf?

[if correct] That’s right! There is a [basketball and a

baseball/basketball] on the toy shelf.

[if incorrect] Remember, there is a [basketball and a

baseball/basketball] on the toy shelf.

For the first activity of the day, the teacher tells Sam that she has to pick

one toy. [First/(nothing)] Sam sees the basketball. [Then Sam sees the

basketball./(no other sentence)]Then, Sam takes the basketball. Now I

have a question for you.Do you think that Sam likes the basketballmore
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than [the/this]baseball (for constrained choice, baseball pops upon the

righthand side of the screen)?Why is that?

[test scenario]

Here is a girl named Cody and today is her first day at school (a

different-colored school is shown). At Cody’s school there is a toy shelf

with a circle toy on it. Can you remindme, what is on the toy shelf?

[if correct] That’s right! There is a circle toy on the toy

shelf.

[if incorrect] Remember, there is a circle toy on the toy

shelf.

For the first activity of the day, the teacher tells Cody that she has to

pick one toy. Cody sees the circle toy. Then, Cody takes the circle toy.

Now I have a question for you. Do you think that Cody likes the circle

toy more than this triangle toy (triangle toy pops up on the righthand

side of the screen)?Why is that?
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